Dear SIGAda Members:

In 1994, ACM SIGAda established an award program to recognize individuals and organizations that have made outstanding contributions to the Ada community and to SIGAda. The two categories of awards are:

**Outstanding Ada Community Contribution Award**
*For broad lasting contributions to Ada technology and usage*

**ACM SIGAda Distinguished Service Award**
*For exceptional contributions to SIGAda activities and products*

SIGAda awards, in the form of the statuette of Lady Lovelace, pictured on the right, are typically presented at the SIGAda conference each year, with nominations closing shortly before the conference. SIGAda has established a process where nominees are solicited from the international community. An Award Committee processes the nominations and presents the names of the nominees along with the nominating statements to the previous recipients of the award. The previous recipients of the award can vote for those nominees who are most deserving of the award. The awards for 2006 were presented at the SIGAda 2006 Conference on November 15th in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
The **Outstanding Ada Community Contribution Award** is awarded to **Grady Booch** and **Ben Brosgol**.

The Citation for **Grady Booch** reads:

- Pioneer Ada educator; developed highly rated Ada courseware for wide distribution
- Pioneer Ada champion/advocate at mainstream (non-Ada) conferences
- Pioneer of Ada-for-Software-Engineering concept; author of influential best-seller "Software Engineering with Ada"
- Pioneer of Object-Oriented methods using Ada; developer of popular "Booch-O-grams"
- Frequent volunteer to speak at early Local SIGAda meetings and invited speaker at ACM SIGAda meetings
- Co-founder (& co-inspiration) of Rational Software as a pioneer company dedicated to providing state-of-the-art hw/sw Ada development environments
- Member ADA Board (AJPO Director's Advisory Board) Federal Advisory Committee

The Citation for **Ben Brosgol** reads:

- Ben Brosgol has been involved with many aspects of Ada for several decades starting with the initial Ada language definition.
- Almost 30 years ago, Ben led the "Red team" at Intermetrics that delivered one of the four competing design specs for the language that ultimately would become Ada 83. He was also a member of the Ada 9X Design Team that prepared the Ada 95 language revision, and co-author of the Ada 95 Rationale.
- Ben's contributions to the Ada community include work at various companies: from Intermetrics, over Alsys and various renamings/mergers later Aonix, to now being a senior technical staff member with AdaCore. He worked as Ada compiler and developer (Alsys' ActivAda, AdaWorld and ObjectAda toolsets, among others for PC/Windows), and was manager for the JGNAT product at AdaCore (which forms the basis for A#).
- Ben is well known for his outstanding educational qualities: teaching many Ada courses in industry, presenting tutorials or papers at conferences, publishing white papers on technical issues.
- He is also very active in "exporting" Ada's virtues and experience to other communities: participating at non-Ada conferences as presenter and Ada advocate in the SIGAda Ada awareness booth, and lately by helping the Real-Time specification for Java to benefit from Ada's experience.
- Finally, Ben has a long track record of being involved with Ada conference organization, writing reviews as program committee member, and offering sound advice based on his long experience.

The ACM SIGAda Distinguished Service Award is awarded to Michael Berman.

The Citation for Michael Berman reads:

• Administer of the Team-Ada Mailing list from 1995 – 2005
  Team Ada provides a forum for Ada advocacy
  A large portion of the Administrator’s time is spent dealing with the large amount of SPAM sent to the list. The Administrator approves (or denies) postings sent by non-subscribers, as well as by subscribers whose e-mail addresses are different from their subscribed addresses. The Administrator assists subscribers who are experiencing difficulty with their subscriptions.

• Developing and delivering the first Ada 95 programming course (sponsored by AJPO).

• Creating validation tests for the Ada 95 ACVC suite.

Ben Brosgol with his **Outstanding Ada Community Contribution Award**. Grady Booch, and Michael Berman were not present at the award ceremony.

I would like to add my own thanks to Grady, Ben, and Michael for their many contributions to SIGAda and the Ada community. I would also like to thank the members of the SIGAda Award Committee who made these presentations possible: Hal Hart, Ed Colbert, and Clyde Roby.

John W. McCormick  
Chair, ACM SIGAda